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annual event that dates back to J915.
And it is in the two sections—textiles
and jewellery—where the participation
of Jewish enterprise is most marked,
that the. Coronation theme and the
expansion of industrial design are most

The 195? Fair (in which about 80
industries are represented) is again
divided into three sections: heavy
industry (with about 1,250 exhibitors),
at Cattle Broil) wich, in Birmingham;
light and soft' industries concentrated
at Earrt Court (over 300 exhibitors),
and Olympia (over 750 exhibitors).
For the first time since the war all
three sections are to be open to the

Knera! public every afternoon until
ay ft* when the Fair ends.

New Syn*e«ic Fibre
At Barfs Court the major part of

the Fair is occupied by textiles and
clothing, introduong a wider variety of
! d a new range of finishes and

Mfrvr j § displayed. Constructed by
'members of the Chief Architect** Divi-
sion o€ the Ministry of Works, the
model shows all the details of decora*
tions in The Mali, Trafalgar Square,
Whitehall, and Parliament Square.

The four floors in Olympia comprise.
a variety of British products, including
printing machinery, chemicals, boats;
small craft, Jewellery, silverware,
pottery, glassware, leather and fancy«
goods, toys and games. Here again
Jewish firms are prominent
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ZIONIST STUDENTS CONFER
Europe, 'white British and
Jewries had been,"numeric*.,,,
cuinwincmc*

a^ radical change had

in cotton, wool, and nylon.
Particularly interesting features in this
section ate the use of sdk, the emphasis
on Melange cloths (specially in the
higher class fabrics) and the new
tynthettc fibre, terykne for men's
and women's suitings. Many of the
fabrics were specially woven for the
Coronation and contain *emb#oideriet
on Royal themes. Furniture and noor-

* covering, plastics, as well as a section
for Commonwealth products, and one
for prefabricated houses, are also con-
tained in the Earl's Court section.

One of the Jewish firms (Albion
Crystalcut Ltd., of North London) has
been commissioned to make the door-
knobs for the throne room and
Westminster Abbey annexe for the
Coronation. The door-knobs (one of
which was on display on Wednesday)
have on them an exact replica of the
coronet which the Queen will wear on
Coronation Day. The final design
was agreed4^ upon with the Earl
Marshal. ^ The knobs are made from
a solid block of perspex treated by a
special process fir hardening/. They
are indktinguishabk from crystal,
being just as deaf and having all the
colours of the spectrum, but have the.
added advantage of being guaranteed
not to break or cmp.

While this the Coronation Year
Fair aims, more than its predecessors,
to attract the family.visitor, its main
object still remains to provide %
meeting-place for buyer and seller,
and to stimulate exports, particularly
in the industries which had been
recently hit by depression.
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cigarettes are made from the 'finest of fine

tobaccos with unhurried, untiring care for

all those occasions when only the best will do-,___

Twenty years *«o, in 1913, tike B'nai
B'rith, which had seme years before
set up a tmal) committee whose work
was jo counter, by talks to non-Jewish
organisatioits, mrMtitTmrntt concern-
ing lews and Judaism, decided to
enlarge the scope of its work by
inviting ibe Board of Deputies and
other organisations to be represented
on it. That year" saw the seizure of
power in Germany by Hitler and the
Nazis* with an ever increasing anti-
semitic campaign, and the appearance
on the streets of the British Union
of Fascists.

The original scheme was due to the
inspiration of Mr. S. Gilbert, a name >
which is remembered with affection
and respect, not least by readers of
THE JEWISH CHRONICLE. According
to the late Paul Goodman the original
aim of the committee was " dis-
seminating among non-Jews a true
conception of the values and aspira-
tions of Judaism and of the part
played by the Jewish people as a
moral factor in the world's affairs/*
This aim the Central Lecture Com-
mittee has always kept in view.

Co-opetstfiosi with Deputies

The first Chairman was the Rev. M. L.
Perlzweig, who retained this office when
the enlarged committee was set up. The
committee had already worked 4 in
co-operation with the Press Committee
of the Board of Deputies, which was
later absorbed by the Jewish Defence
Committee. In 1936 the Defence Com-
mittee took over the financial responsi-
bility, of the Central Lecture Committee
and the work was co-ordinated under
the Press Officer of the Board of Depu-
ties, Mr. Sidney Salomon.

Dr. A. Cohen, President of the
Board of Deputies, and the Rev. I.
Livingstone recently sent a letter of
thanks to about one hundred speakers in
recognition of the debt which the Jewish
community owe to those who have given
so much of their time to the vital work
of dispelling ignorance. The Hon.
Officers of the committee include the Rev.
I. Livingstone, the Chairman, the Rev.
Vivian Simmons, and Mr. D. Brotmachef,
the Vice-chairman. Past Hon. Officers
include the late Mr. M. Gordon Liver-
man and the late Mr. Jacques Cohen,
whose chairmanship has been com-
memorated by the establishment of a
biennial Memorial Lecture.

For a number of years the office work
jc>f^Uie_cimifnittce was conducted on a
part-time baslsT" Its~first Secretary, /who~
is still interested in its work, was Miss
Rosa Rosenstein, who from 1933 con-
ducted its, affairs very efficiently.

The committee has always done its
work in an unobtrusive manner. It is
a tribute to its work that no suspicion
of propaganda has ever attached to it.
Its lecturers, drawn from many sections
of the Jewish community, have always
presented their subjects in an as objective
a manner as possible. The result is to be
found in the way m which the work has
developed. In 1934, 64 lectures were

-delivered.^ Jjy:_ JS37_ lhey__J|ad_Jncreased
to 247. To-day the average number of
lectures given per annum is about"300.

Work in Provinces

After the war the committee was
reorganised. It was accepted as_an
integral part of the Defence Committee.
At the same time it still retained a full

i measure of independence and a full-time
-stall was appointed.
> There was also an extension of the
. committee's work in the provinces. In

the larger communities local committees
were _ set up, and these have proved of
great value. .7.

The Central Lecture Committee has
to-day adopted a more intensive policy.
Conferences of speakers—including one
particularly for women speakers—-have
been of the greatest value in that they

Northern Ireland Itttended the national
meeting of
Council, held at 77. Great Russell
Street, London. W.C1, last week.

Presenting the Chairman's - report.
Mr. Bob Lewis, who presided, said
that the Council's aims were to form
a nucleus of Zionist students within
the general body of Anglo-Jewish
students; to spread the Zionist idea
to the masses of Jewish students; and

population.
Being an indepemknt State, hneL

continued Dr. Rabin, was devdopg
according to its own needs, and noTto
those of the Diaspora. Western Jewry
on the other hind, was becommi
mcreasuifly aware of the dangers 3
racial disintegration. While it was difficult
to define the future relationship bciwwn
t&ese two sections of Jewry, it was greatly

A group of frlegat** photographed at the conference
!'• ' i

to encourage students to participate in
youth education.

Reviewing the Council's activities in tho
past 16 months, he said that as a result
of the expansion of its work, an office
had been set up in London and an
emissary (Mr. Vona YagoD had been
appointed by the Jewish Agency. The
Council had provided many facilities for
the study of modern Hebrew among
students and bad also organised jointly
with the Department for Education and
Culture of the Jewish Agency four week-
end schools.

In a reference to Patwa, he stated that
the associate membership scheme, which
demanded no final decision on afiya, had
not been fully exploited.

It was also stated by the Chairman
that £250 was being raised by the Coun-
cil for the purchase of a blood-storage
refrigerator for the Magen David Adorn.

Speaking on " Students and Zionism,*'
Mr. Henry Near (Oxford) said that the
average university Jewish society was. an
amorphous body lacking drive and
purpose. The only desirable and effective
brand of Zionism was that which
believed in aliya. There was abundant
scope for intensive Zionist work among
Jewish students.

Mr, Gideon Ben-Israel (an Israeli
studying in London) said that the U.Z.C.
should seek .to reorganise the university
Jewish societies and to instil new life
into them. Zionism could best be spread
among Jewish students through the
framework of the Jewish society,

Addressing the afternoon session on
'* the Jew in the Modern World/' Dr.";
Chaim Rabin said that the instability of
the position of the Jew to-day was indi-
cated by the recent and sudden , events
in Eastern Europe. At the time of the
birth of Zionism the largest and most
important Jewish communities had been
concentrated in Central and Eastern

to be desired that the link should be a
common culture based on Hebrew.
- During the discussion Mr. Yona Yigol
stated that as a minority fighting against
assimilation and national disintegration,
Zionists ought to make every Jewish
organisation their immediate concern. It
was the duty of Zionist students to gain
control of Jewish societies in their
universities.

A statement on future policy, pledging
an intensification of Zionist work and
the promotion of the study of Hebrew
among students, was submitted by the
Chairman and endorsed by the delegates.

It was also decided that a summer
school should be organised jointly with
Habonim, and that a Zionist Students'
Newsletter be published periodically.

PLANS FOR PRIMARY
SCHOOL OPPOSED

Hampstead Residents' Objection
Strong objection to the proposed

establishment of a primary school in the
Belsize Park area of London was taken
last week by the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners (the freeholders) and local resi-
dents at the County Hall inquiry on the
London Development Plan.

The L.C.C. had agreed to the estab-
lishment of a Jewish school in the area
to replace_jonc_ of . the primary schools
in East London destroyed by enemy
action. The negotiations had been con-
ducted with the Jews' Infant Schools
authorities.

The Commissioners oppose the scheme
because they say it would mean the,
destruction of- ten houses which havr
still 40 years of useful life in them and
would make' nearly 300 people homeless.
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|> pated in 1948 in the Lambeth Civic Week
L with an exhibition of its work, held at
(the Brixton Synagogue Hall. In 1949 itff was responsible for the Jewish Book
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turc Committee has. in addition, extended t
its work in the field of group relations.
Mr. M. Domnitz, who has had consider-

a b l e experience in the teaching profes-
sion. has specialised in this subject Two1 of his booklets, published under the

. auspices of the Central Lecture Com-
*mittee. have been accepted by many

organisations, both here and overseas, as
. affording authoritative guidance on this
I subject Tile committee works in the
1 closest co-operation with die Council of
§ Christians and Jews and the Council of

Citizens of East London,
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EBREW-ARAMAIC ELEMENTS IN
THE YIDDISH LANGUAGE
"*' By / . WITR1OL

'HE presence in Yiddish of
Hebrew-Aramaic elements is
not. fortuitous, nor were

these elements arbitrarily imposed,
in the way that, *%#»* neologisms
created "by committees ad hoc have
been imposed on modern Hebrew.
They developed organically and can
nearly always be accounted for by
the operation of certain principles-—
religious, national, or linguistic,
sometimes by a combination of all
three.
"tet. us consider, for example, the

religious terminology of Yiddish^
Since Hebrew, and to a lesser extent
Aramaic/ had always been the
language of the liturgy, of the syna-
gogue, we shall not be surprised to
find specifically religious concepts
expressed in., Yiddish by Hebrew-
Aramaic words. This is in fact largely
so, but, as we shall see later; there
are many exceptions. What is interest*
ing-is that many ideas which have no
obvious religious significance, but
which are nevertheless associated with
the Jewish religion in its broadest
sense—national, moral, emotional
ideas—are expressed by Hebraisms.
Thus, for-..example,- tfie words -for
44 widow,*' " widower;* - orphan "
respectively — almoonnk, .~~nlmen,
yooisem (m.). yessoimk (f.)1—are all
Hebrew and v4 irreplaceable,** that is,
they cannot be replaced by German
or Slav words.

The reason is not far to* seek.
Judaism, with its insistence on justice
for the widow and the orphan (" Judge
the fatherless, plead for the widow/'
Is, i, 17; " a father of the fatherless,
arid a judge of the widows, is God in
His holy habitation** Ps. Ixviii, 5),
could hardly have failed to impress

. the ideas of widowhood and father-
lessness deep into the hearts of the
Jewish people, and ex abundantia
cordis os loquitur.

Irreplaceable Words

We shall ufind that those ideas that
we like to think of as characteristically
Jewish, or that loom large in Jewish
.thought, are expressed in Yiddish by
Hebrew words. -Mishpet *' judgment,**
tsedooke *"charity,1* nedoove "alms,**
rachmoonness ** pity,** emess " truth/'
chcyn " grace, charm,'* chochme " wis-

_ dorfiv* sechei _ "cprnmon sense/*
mitsvfr "good deed/' eveyrrS "trans-
gressi'on"—atl are Hebrew, and all
are irreplaceable. Where the emotions
are deeply engaged, the words that
spring to Yiddish-speaking lips are
Hebrew. Thus the Yiddish for
"father** is foottk (German, Voter),
but "q^SrN^athers' fathers*' is Hebrew
Qovess oov^seynee, and" to visit one's
parents' graves is ef kivveroovess
(Heb. kever avot) %eyn. Similarly the
Yiddish for M son ** is zeen (Germ.

development of spoken language
generally—-cf. the popular pronuncia-
tion "pantomine/*

.Because Hebrew was the Mlanguage
ofShoiiness*9 it was used in Yiddish
to "sanctify;* to "beautifyw that
which was felt to be evil 6> ugly or
merely undesirable. In this class of
"euphemisms** may be included
adjectives like shikke "drunk,**-
meshigge " mad,** and meess " ugly *•
(the t̂ast from Heb. ma-ooss, meaning
"despised, contemned"—Modern
Hebrew uses a different word—
mecho-ar—lot . ** ugly **). . Some
" euphemistic ** . nouns are kinne
" envy/* sinne " hatred," chitspl
" insolence/* soinne. ** enemy/' gannef
" thief," mamzJe "bastard/* sreyffe
44 conflagration," makke **wound/*
toochess (Hcb. prep, toe hat "^under-
neath ") "podex/* zniss "fornica
tion^ dalles "tooverty** beeshe ̂ dis

for "daughter
(Germ. ITochterX b'ui"an;..;o>f/y;_son is
HGhrevir^bck~yoochid, and ah only
daughter* is. Hebrew bass yecheedde——

chibba yeieyra. as a Hebrew
writer* L H. Taviov, puts U-r—
" because- pf great^oveJ1

*". No«*Hehrak Terms

In the spirit of the: third command-
ment the German word Gott was used
in Yiddish for M God/' but the Hebrew
synonyms boirre "Creator" and
reboineshcloilem "Lord of the
Universe ** frequently occur. Hebrew
im .yirrtse ha-shem contracts to
mtrtcjiem " please God,* •* D.V.** A
surprisingly targe number of religious
concepts are expressed by non-
Hebraic words: *Mo pray" is davnen,
and ** to say Grace** is bentschen,
from Latin devovert and benedhere
respectively, via Polish. ** Synagogue **
fejheel (German. Schnle, cf. English

" refrfoft^choul war

foot). Chezhben * \t • n caktdation,
reckoning" (hoi ckezhken—"good
arithmetician**), chill** '** difference.**
eytsa "advice/' maalle "food point,
virtue," chesooren ** bed point, defect.**
Balchoif (accented on last syllable)
has undergone an interesting semasto-
logical development in the course of
its journey from Mishnaic Hebrew to
Yiddish. Literally the term means
M master " or " owner " of a debt, and
in the Mishna baal chov is a creditor;
in Yiddish balchoif h a debtor. It
all depends on the way you look at
i t A "bargain** is a metsee-t, lit.
"finding," cf. Fr. trouvaille; *dirt
cheap is bechootsee chinnem(\\t
"for half of nothing"X "cash" is
mezimmen, l it **ready** (money)—
mezimmen is an ad hoc Hebrew-in-
Yiddish translation of the Polish
gotowkaJ A "customer" it koinne.
lit " possessor.1* Modern Hebrew
uses the Mishnaic word tokeyach* lit.
" taker ** to denote M customer.**
Hebrew-in- Yiddish and Modern
Hebrew have also taken different paths
in their words for ** bankruptcy.** **To
go bankrupt" in Modern (following
Mishnaic) Hebrew is lifshot et
ha*reggel. l i t "to stretch out the
foot.** Hebrew-in-Yiddish has evolved
the neologism mechille (lit. ** spoiled,
ruined **) geyn—** to go ruined. (And
slang German has pleite—Heb. pleyta.
l i t :M remnant "—machen—*to be left
with only a " remnant ** of one's
capital.)

--— — Debt to Merchants .

To the merchants, no doubt, Yid-
dish owes a whole host of Talmudical
and Biblical Hebrew phrases the origin
of which is seldom suspected by the
ordinary Yiddish speaker. ** Handy "
expressions like sack "many/* kol
" all,"4 meedey (accented on last
syllable, from Heb. mee yodeya) "who
knows ?"5 tomme ** supposing ** from
Heb. tomar, lit. " thoii wilt say") and
efsht " perhaps " are probably due to
the merchants. The same applies to
minnestam (accented on last syllable)
misstamme ** presumably," avadde
"of course" (from Germanic a, with
Aram, yaddai). meylle M so be i t "
(Aram, mimmeyla, lit. "of itself")„
kedey (accent on last syllable) ".in
order to," leshem (accent on last
syllable) "for the sake of," haklal
(accent on last syllable) "well, to cut
a long story short" (Heb. ha-klal, lit.
" the general principle "),* she, relative
pronoun (pronounced as in English
"shed") in phrases like a nan
shebenarroonim " an imbecile."
halvai (accent on last syllable) " would
it were so (that)," oosse (Heb. assoor,
past part, of assor *4 to bind, forbid ")
" certainly not. 1 assure you. no," and
hapoonnim "it looks as if* (Heb.
ha-paneem " the face ").

All the foregoing Hebrew-Arama4c
expressions are part of the basic
vocabulary of Yiddish. . T h e list
could be extended indefinitely, but it
is hoped that even the few Hebraisms
adduced in this article will serve to
bring home the strength—usually not
fully appreciated-—of the Hebrew and
Aramaic elements in. Yiddish. It is
these elements which make Yiddish a
Jewish language, and not a "corrupt

.̂«.....=^_,=T..._.̂ _rz_~~ - — ._-- "German jargdliT" "~ "
phones, that is, words havlrigTtrie same
sound but a different meaning and
hence a possible source of confusion
in speech. All these factors combine to
make-yum—in—Yiddish-Jtrreplaceable.
(The pronunciation yam h probably
due to the influence of the construct in
yam-soof " Red Sea " in the Haggada
—the absolute form of the word is . _ .
pronounced yom, of course, in not shofem; git.(" good") rhyming with
"davenning.") The Yiddish for VhitT^npt goot. rhymin« with "footr
"remedy, cure, healing" is refee-e. The tonic accent on. all. the Yiddish
irreplaceable, and to ** wish someone
better" is to wish him a refee~e\
shleymme (cf. the shmoney essrey
prayer: ve-haaley refooa sltleyma
lechol makkoteynoo—"grant a per-
fect healing to all our wounds.") The
eyl matey rachameem Drayer is respon-
sible for the locution amerooche
"fortunately.** literally "God-is full of
mercy (that)**—amerooche er iz nisht
geharrget gexorren " h e was lucky not

p/
dalles "tooverty,** beeshe ̂ dis-

grace/'- kloolle "curse/* tsooress
" troubles,** yesseerim " pain/' mess
"corpse/* peysgi "carcase/' kodss
" anger/* retseeche " temper " (Heb.»
literally "a murdering**). Nearly all
these "Hebrew words are " irreplace-
able " in Yiddish. Names of the .less
noble-animals are always Hebrew, and
are used with considerable vituperative
effect T 7" Exaniples are beheymme
"beast/* cha-ye "animal/* c/wmme
"donkey/* chazze "swine."

LTginess and Beauty

Hebrew seems to have been used
more to express ugliness " beautifully "
than to express beauty itself. Taviov
includes Hebrew yaffe " beautiful **
and tov " good ** in his list of Yiddish
Hebraisms^, but the writer has never
heard anything but sheyn (Germ.
schoeri) for " beautiful" and git
(Germ, gut) for "good/' Neverthe-
less, there are a number of Yiddish
Hebraisms to express qualities or
states or conditions which are no less
desirable than beauty, e.g., strength,
intellect, courage, happiness, pleasure.
Koiech is "strength" and moiech
" brains/' Heet mech fen de yid-
dishen moiech en de goyisheh koiech
—" Save me from Jewish brains and
Gentile brawn "-Hs a popular Yiddish
saying. " Heroism '* is gveerre. and
" herd" is geebbe—but doos hot a
shvartsenne gveerre doesn't mean " he
has a black heroism/* but something
like " you've got to hand it to him/*
Simche is " joy." henoo-e " pleasure,"
cheyshek " desire, ihclinatidnT*

The Pentateuch—chimmesh—and
prayer-book—sidde—furnish — many
Hebraisms which cannot be fitted into
any of the foregoing categories. The
stories in Genesis provided Yiddish
with choolem " dream" and mabbel
" flood "—both irreplaceable. How
expressive is the Yiddish verb mabbeln
" to rain cats and dogs "! The word
yam "sea" occurs frequently in
" davenning/' It is, moreover, short,
easy to pronounce, and. unlike the

1 The transcriplion of Yiddish words is
in accordance -with—the— M Pattehr— not
** Lithuanian" dialect, as this is the
writer's own mamme looshen, i.e., the
dialect spoken by the writer's mother.
Thus, aXmoonnk, not almonne; shooltm,
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words transcribed is on the penuitimate
syllable, unless otherwise indicated. In
the transcription of Yiddish and Hebrew
words, English letters and combination*,
of letters are to be read in the manner
in which they are most frequently
pronounced in standard" English,
except that xh is to be pronounced
always as in Scottish "loch."

21. H. Taviov, Ha-yesodot ha-ivrim
ba-diarfon (Berlin, 1923).

* Taviov, Ha-ytsodot ha-stavUm
ba-zharg0M (Berlin, 1921).

al so faa s koUtrhy-
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tionaries were jocularly referred to by
the generic Hebrew ferm kley koidesh,
literally " yesseli of r}olines«;* and bad
Heirew titles iii *cci*rdan«e with their
various offices: rebbi i^niotaied
trom Hcb. rahbf), vhazztn* shammess.
The change of the final -sh in Hebrew
Mhamash to\>m *« the ̂ kkliih ^ «ot
an examp^ of ITiddislt^ ^ 1 ^ n |
grammirr but of the linguistic Pheno-
menon known as progres«ve 4m*m~
lation, a normal feature m the

the Middle Ages ias ^ : by analogy- wiibGefm^

Many Hebraisms were introduced
into Yiddish by the Jewish merchants

, of the Middle Ages. * Here the mer-
chants' background of Hebrew learn*

Jng and the obvious "code** uses to
which the language could be put were
the operative factors. The words for
** merchant," M merchandise " are

-Hebrew and ' irreplaceable—5OfcW,
schoirre. ** Partnership " is Miuf,
Mttfess (Mish. Heb. shootaf. 'shoota'

UriehM:kto&.f*£ ; ;;
5 Those who consider cxpressioni""Eic

meedey ** perversions.-*'. of classical
Hebrew may be induced to take a
kindlier view, perhaps if told that Hcb.
yodeya becomes Yiddish f d*y . %
aphcresi* (lots of initial syllabic—cf; Eng.
- sample '* fronj 0- Yt.emmptp **&
apocope (loss of final syltabte—cf. Eng.
*himiSn% fisomV iliootiii^).

meaning " general body of
" » also pnrserved in Yiddnh

muoal worker.

toast o
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Wj yi^y'/'t^fiisi';.:^^^
generations this natorml »pa water,
bottled at the Springs, has been
known to those who
not only well but
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